INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE

1st Announcement

MOVEMENT & QUALITY OF LIFE 2015

September 17, 2015

Constantine the Philosopher University in Nitra
Faculty of Education
Department of Physical Education & Sport
Slovak Republic
Conference date: **September 17, 2015** (Thursday)

**Conference Venue:** Faculty of Education CPU, Drážovská 4, building of Pedagogicka fakulta Univerzity Konštantína Filozofa v Nitre (under the Zobor Hill), Slovakia, [Maps Google](#)

**Conference topics:**
1. Physical activity and the quality of life
2. Physical activity of the population
3. Health and the ways of its influencing

**Conference languages:** Slovak, Czech, English

**Methods of presentation:** oral, poster

**Conference fee:**
30 € for one contribution. The fee is paid only by active participants.

The fee to be paid by August 30, 2015 to the account number:
7000073068/8180; VS: 0120

Message for the recipient: Participant´s name

Invoicing data:
University Constantine the Philosopher in Nitra, Tr. A. Hlinku 1, 949 74, Nitra
IČO: 00157716; DIČ: 2021246590; IČ DPH: SK 2021246590
IBAN: SK76 8180 0000 0070 0007 3068; SWIFT: SPSRSKBAXXX,
BIC: SUBASKBX

In case of need an invoice will be issued based on your request well in advance!
The invoice will be issued within 5 days after your payment of the fee to our bank account.
Conference fee includes lunch, refreshment during conference, banquet and proceedings from the conference.

**Dates:**
by August 30, 2015 – sending the application and the presentation (article) to the contact address by email (articles sent after this deadline will neither be published nor presented in the section).

**Transport:** [Maps Google](#)

**By bus:** Take a short walk from the Bus station or Railway station onto the Bus stop „Okresný úrad“ or „Železničná stanica“ and then take a bus No. 2. Get off the bus at the bus stop „Amfiteáter“ (cca 50m from the building of Faculty of Education CPU)

**By car:** Coming from B. Bystrica turn right cca 100m behind the roundabout under Zobor into Drážovská street. Coming from Bratislava take the third turning to the right at the roundabout, and then first left into Drážovská street No.4.

**Accommodation**
individually – we recommend: [Hotels in Nitra](#)

**Catering**
Lunch in a day of conference, refreshment during the conference and meals during the banquet are included in the fee, others to be arranged individually

**Scientific Committee:**
**Organizing Committee**  
PaedDr. Mária Kalinková, PhD. - chairwoman  
PaedDr. Lubomír Paška, PhD., PaedDr. Jaroslav Krajčovič, PhD.  
PaedDr. Pavol Horička, PhD., PaedDr. Tomáš Gurský, PhD.  
PaedDr. Martina Romanová, PhD., Mgr. Natália Czaková, PhD., Mgr. Matúš Krčmár, Mgr. Ivan Vasišovský, Mgr. Pavol Hlavačka, Mgr. Lenka Šimončičová; Gabika Tesárová, Peter Odráška, Martin Cabadaj

**Reviewers:**  
Reviews (1 reviewer per article) will be provided by the author of the article himself/herself. The scanned copy will be sent along with the paper. Editor of the Proceedings reserves the right to select articles based on other reviews.

**Contact addresses:**  
Department of Physical Education & Sport, Faculty of Education, CPU, Tr. A. Hlinku 1, 94974 Nitra  
lpaska@ukf.sk, mobil: +421905226889 (in English language)  
jbrodani@ukf.sk, mobil: +421903406408

**Instructions for authors:**

Page format: A5  
Page margins: top and bottom: 1.8 cm  
inner: 2 cm outer: 1.8 cm  
Extent max. 6-8 pages  

- **TITLE** capital letters; bold, centered.  
- **Name by small letters** and **SURNAME** by capital letters; bold (centered).  
- **Name of workplace, town and state:** small letters; bold (centered).  

**ABSTRACT** at the beginning (align on both sides)  

**Key words:** small letters; bold. (space)

**TITLES OF CHAPTERS** (INTRODUCTION, AIMS, METHODS, RESULTS & DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, and SOURCES): capital letters; bold.  
Text of the contribution: letters’ size 10, Times New Roman CE, single spacing (1), omit one line between paragraphs, paragraph shift 0.5 cm.  

**SUMMARY** along with the **TITLE** of the contribution, text and key words in English language at the end of contribution.  

**Tables, figures and graphs in the format** *.jpg and centered.
Movement and Quality of Life 2015  
Nitra, September 17, 2015  
Application for the conference

Name, surname and degrees: .................................................................
Workplace: ...........................................................................................
Contact address, Postal Code: ..............................................................
Phone: .............................................. email: ...........................................................

The invoice will be issued within 5 days after your payment of the fee to our
Bank account:: Yes - No
Invoice address: ..................................................................................
IČO......................, DIČ ......................................... IČ DPH .................................

Participation in the conference:
Oral presentation: Yes – No; Language: ..................................................
Poster: Yes – No
Without presentation or poster: Yes - No

ARTICLE 1
Authors: ...................................................................................................
Title: ......................................................................................................

Conference topics:
1. Physical activity and the quality of life
2. Physical activity of the population
3. Health and the ways of its influencing

Requirements on technical support: data projector; others .......

Please, send the application form and the article by August 30, 2015!!!